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• Thermal Power, Wth, reactor monitoring ~0.5%;  

• Energy Released per Fission, ei ~200 MeV, ~0.2% 

• Fission Fractions, fi/F, of each isotope evolves as the 
reactor “burns”, ~0.6% 

• Antineutrino Spectra, Si, ~2-3.4% if assuming different 
238

U treatments 
–

235
U, 

239
Pu, 

241
Pu converted from the electron spectra of 

measured at BILL in 80’s by Feilitzsch et al; Huber, Mueller et 
al again in 2011 

–
238

U antineutrino spectrum is calculated by Vogel in 1980‘s 
and Mueller et al in 2011.
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Nuclear Reactors as Antineutrino Sources

2

Fission fragments beta decay release antineutrinos

235U!n→X1!X2!2n . (12)

The mass distribution of the fragments (so-called fis-
sion yields) is shown in Fig. 5. The lighter fragments
have, on average, A!94 and the heavier ones have A
!140. The stable nucleus with A"94 is 40Zr94 and the
stable A"140 nucleus is 58Ce140. These two nuclei to-
gether have 98 protons and 136 neutrons, while the ini-
tial fragments, as seen from the equation above, have 92
protons and 142 neutrons. To reach stability, therefore,
on average 6 neutrons bound in the fragments have to
undergo ! decay, emitting the required 6 "̄e .

While the total number of "̄e’s is easy to estimate and
can be accurately determined given the known fission
yields, their energy spectrum, which is of primary inter-
est for the oscillation searches discussed here, requires
more care. In particular, the commonly used neutrino
detection reaction, the inverse neutron ! decay, has a
threshold of #1.8 MeV. Only about 1.5 "̄e/fission (i.e.,
#25%) of the total are above that threshold and hence
can be detected.

The existence of the 1.8-MeV threshold in the detec-
tion process "̄e!p→n!e! automatically ensures that
only "̄e’s from large-Q-valued, and hence short-half-life,
! decays are detected. Thus the observed "̄e signal
tracks closely in time the power excursions in the reac-
tor. This is of some practical importance, as large quan-
tities of spent fuel are usually stored on site by reactor
operators. There is no need to track the inventory of
spent fuel and to worry about the ! decays of the
neutron-activated reactor materials, which typically
have a low Q value and therefore long-half-life prod-
ucts. In practice, after a few hours from reactor turn
on/off, the detectable "̄e flux can be considered satu-
rated.

B. Fission-rate determination

The four isotopes whose fission is the source of virtu-
ally all the reactor power are 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and
241Pu. The fission rates deriving from their evolution
during a typical fuel cycle in one of the Palo Verde re-
actors is shown in Fig. 6, as calculated by a core simula-

tion program (Miller, 2000). For comparison, we also
show the evolution of 240Pu and 242Pu, which give the
next-to-leading contributions. The contribution of these
isotopes is of order 0.1% or less and will not be consid-
ered further.

Each isotope produces a unique neutrino spectrum
through the decay of its fission fragments and their
daughters, so plutonium breeding results in a small but
noticeable change in the emitted neutrino spectrum.

Two types of uncertainties can be attributed to the
isotope compositions described in Fig. 6: errors deriving
from uncertainties in the initial fuel composition and in
the measurement of the plant parameters that are used
as input to the simulation, and errors due to imperfect
core and neutronics modeling by the simulation program
itself. The errors intrinsic to the simulation are known to
contribute substantially less than 1% to the neutrino
yield from tests in which fuel is sampled and analyzed
for isotopic composition at the end of a fuel cycle.

The correlation between the "̄e yield and the plant
parameters used as input to the simulation is shown in
Fig. 7. Apart from the obvious correlation with the ther-
mal power, other parameters enter the simulation be-
cause they affect the criticality by altering the neutron
transport in the core (generally by the water density and
boron absorber concentration). We see that for the pa-
rameter with largest correlation besides power, the wa-
ter temperature in the cold legs, an error of 10% pro-
duces an uncertainty of only 0.15% in the "̄e yield. Of
course the inlet temperature is known to much better
than 10%.

Economic and safety reasons provide plant operators
with an incentive for measuring the thermal power of
the reactors accurately. Indeed, usually more than one
method is used and the results are compared to under-
stand the size of the uncertainties. Calorimetric methods

FIG. 5. Yields (in %) for 235U thermal neutron fission (nor-
malized to 200% for the two fragments).

FIG. 6. Time evolution of fission rates for each of the six most
important isotopes in one of the Palo Verde reactor cores. The
horizontal scale covers a full fuel cycle, at the end of which
about 1/3 of the core is replaced with fresh fuel. Only the four
most important isotopes are normally used to predict "̄e yields.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Neutrinos have the distinction of being the first el-
ementary particle whose existence was predicted by a
theorist in order to explain seemingly unrelated
phenomena.1 Pauli made this prediction in 1930 in his
famous letter attempting to explain the continuous elec-
tron energy distribution in nuclear beta decay. It became
immediately clear that neutrinos would be difficult to
observe, because the corresponding cross sections are so
tiny. But in a series of experiments from 1953 to 1959,
Reines and Cowan (1953, 1959) were able to prove con-
vincingly that electron antineutrinos from nuclear reac-
tors are able to cause the inverse neutron beta decay,
!̄e"p→e""n , and hence that they are real particles.
Shortly afterwards, in 1962, the separate identity of
muon neutrinos, !" , was demonstrated (Danby et al.,
1962). Another decade later, in 1975, the # lepton was
discovered (Perl et al., 1975) and the observation of its
decay properties implied the existence of a third neu-
trino, !# , that was directly observed only very recently
(Kodama et al., 2001). Precise measurements of the de-
cay width of the Z boson have shown that just three
neutrino flavors [2.994#0.012 from the combined fit to

1For early developments in neutrino physics see, for example,
Chap. 1 in Winter (1991).
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Fission Isotope  
Fission Fraction

Reactor Antineutrinos
•Most powerful man-made source 

of antineutrinos, and it’s free
• Nuclear fission release:
• 6 antineutrinos/fission
• Typically ~1020 fissions/second

• Detected through inverse beta 
decay
• Broad spectrum with mean 

energy of  ~4 MeV
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beyond Daya BayWei Wang

Neutrino Physics at Nuclear Reactors

3

History of Reactor Experiments

5

Karsten Heeger, Univ. of Wisconsin ORNL, July 5, 2012 

1980s & 1990s - Reactor neutrino flux 
measurements in U.S. and Europe 

1995 - Nobel Prize to Fred 
Reines at UC Irvine

2003 - First observation of reactor 
antineutrino disappearance

1956 - First observation 
of (anti)neutrinos

Past Reactor Experiments
Hanford
Savannah River
ILL, France
Bugey, France
Rovno, Russia
Goesgen, Switzerland
Krasnoyark, Russia
Palo Verde
Chooz, France

2008 - Precision measurement of 
Δm122 . Evidence for oscillation

KamLAND

Chooz

Savannah River

Chooz

55 years of liquid scintillator detectors
A story of varying baselines... 

70

2012 - Observation of short baseline 
reactor electron neutrino disappearance

KamLAND, Japan
Double Chooz, France
Reno, Korea
Daya Bay, China

courtesy: Karsten Heeger

Daya Bay

RENO

Double Chooz

2012 - Observation of short-
baseline reactor electron 

antineutrino disappearance

What now?!
!
• Opportunities!
• Challenges!
• Efforts&Expectations

?
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Knowns and Unknowns in Neutrino Physics

4

Atmospheric Sector: 
SK, K2K, T2K, MINOS, etc

Solar Sector: 
SNO, SK, KamLAND etc

States m1 and m2 are differentiated by 
solar neutrino data (MSW effect)

Best by 
KamLAND

Best by 
MINOS

?Inverted Normal

The Lastly Known: 
Short-baseline Reactor

• Mass hierarchy? 

• CP phase? 

• Theta23 octant? 

• Sterile neutrinos? 

• Dirac vs Majorana? 

• Absolute mass? 

• Mass generation 
mechanism? 

• ……
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The Hunt of θ13 by Reactor Based Experiments
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•Two ways to measure θ13 
!

!
- Appearance experiments νμ→νe depends on 3 

unknown parameters θ13, δCP and mass 
hierarchy: 

- Summer 2011, T2K results had hints of 
sin22θ13>0. MINOS had consistent results 

- Short-baseline reactor experiments depend 
only on 2 unknown parameters θ13 and mass 
hierarchy, with mass hierarchy has little effect: 

- Dec 2011, Double Chooz showed an 
indication sin22θ13>0

P⌫↵!⌫� = 1� 4
X

i<j

|V↵j |2|V�i|2 sin2
�m2

jiL

4E

• On March 8, 2012, Daya Bay announced 
sin22θ13>0 with, >5σ significance.  
(RENO showed consistent results after 1 month)

Daya Bay

RENO

Double Chooz
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The First Δm2
atm Measurement in Electron Flavor
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•Daya Bay has the most precise theta13 
measurement 

•Daya Bay measured Δm2
atm for the first 

time in electron flavor sector 

๏ So what?
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One Way to Reach Neutrino Mass Hierarchy
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FIG. 5: The ratio of Erec to Ereal for the case of IH based
on Eq. (8) (solid line) is shown w.r.t the visible energy Evis.
The dotted line shows the ratio of Erec to Ereal for the case
of NH.

from Eq. (1). In this case the analysis of the spectrum
would lead to an obviously wrong MH. Since the exact
value of |∆m2

32| is not known, we must consider in Eq. (8)
all allowed values of |∆′m2

32| including those that mini-
mize the ratio Erec/Ereal.

Fig. 5 shows the ratio Erec/Ereal versus the visible
energy (solid line) with the energy scale distortion de-
scribed by Eq. (8) where |∆′m2

32| was chosen so that this
ratio is one at high Evis. Comparing the medium en-
ergy region (2 MeV < Evis < 4 MeV) with the higher
energy region (Evis > 4 MeV), the average Erec/Ereal

is larger than unity by only about 1%. In addition, the
same argument similar to Eq. (8) applies to the NH case
as well. The ratio Erec/Ereal versus the visible energy
(dotted line) of NH is also shown in Fig. 5. Therefore,
to ensure the MH’s discovery potential from such an ex-
periment, the non-linearity of energy scale (Erec/Ereal)
needs to be controlled to a fraction of 1% in a wide range
of Evis. This requirement should be compared with the
current state-of-art 1.9% energy scale uncertainty from
KamLAND [31]. Therefore, nearly an order of magni-
tude improvement in the energy scale determination is
required for such a measurement to succeed.

UNCERTAINTIES IN |∆m2
32|

The current primary method to constrain |∆m2
32| is

the νµ disappearance experiment. However, similar to
the ν̄e disappearance case as in Eq. 1, the νµ disappear-

CPδ
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V
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-310×  1.5 GeV + 810 kmµν

 3 MeV + 10 kmeν

FIG. 6: The dependence of effective mass-squared difference
∆m2

eeφ (solid line) and∆m2
µµφ (dotted line) w.r.t. the value of

δCP for ν̄e and νµ disappearance measurements, respectively.

ance measurement in vacuum 3 would also measure an
effective mass-squared difference rather than |∆m2

32| di-
rectly. The corresponding effective mass-squared differ-
ence is smaller than that in the ν̄e case, basically since
in the Eq. (2) the cosine squared of θ12 is replaced by
the sine squared. Also, in this case, the effective mass-
squared difference will depend not only on ∆21, θ12, but
also on θ13, θ23, as well as on the unknown CP viola-
tion phase δCP . The effective mass-squared differences
from νµ and νe disappearance w.r.t. the value of δCP are
shown in Fig. 6. The difference in ∆m2

φ between the νµ
and νe channels actually opens a new path to determine
the MH. This possibility was discussed earlier in Refs.
[32, 33]. It was stressed there that the difference in fre-
quency shifts 2∆32 ± φ has opposite signs for the ν̄e and
νµ disappearance in the normal or inverted hierarchies.
Such a measurement would require that 2∆32±φ is mea-
sured to a fraction of∆m2

eeφ−∆m2
µµφ level (5×10−5 eV 2)

in both channels. In the current ∼ 60 km configuration,
the knowledge of |∆m2

32| enters through the penalty term
in Eq. (5). Therefore, in order for knowledge of |∆m2

32|
to have a significant impact to the determination of MH,
the ∆32 ± φ in νµ channel should also be measured to a
fraction of ∆m2

eeφ − ∆m2
µµφ level, which is well beyond

the reach of T2K [34] and NOνA [35] νµ disappearance
measurements 4.

3 In practice, the uncertainty in the matter effect would introduce
only a systematic uncertainty. The strength of the effect in νµ
disappearance is close to that of changing |∆m2

32
| by a few times

of 10−6eV 2.
4 The projected 1-σ uncertainties on |∆m2| = |∆m2

32
±∆m2

µµφ/2|

from T2K and NOνA are about 5.3× 10−5 eV2.

The Δm2
ee precision projection of 

Daya Bay
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Summer 2013

X. Qian et al, PRD87(2013)3, 033005
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Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory
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IOP Physics
 World

 News



JUNO in Jiangmen City, Guangdong Province, China

Daya Bay Huizhou Lufeng Yangjiang Taishan

Status running planned approved construction construction

power/GW 17.4 17.4 17.4 17.4 18.4

Daya Bay

Huizhou
Lufeng

Previous site

Current JUNO Site

Yangjiang
Taishan

9beyond Daya BayWei Wang

Daya Bay

JUNO

KamLAND



• LS volume × 20 (KamLAND) è for more statistics 
• Light production × 5 è for better resolution 
• Multiple designs are being studied è construction, background, coverage etc

20kt LS (undoped)

Acrylic tank: Φ34.5m 
Stainless Steel tank: Φ37.5m

Muon detector 

Water seal 

~15000  20” PMTs 
coverage: ~80%

Steel Tank

6kt  MO

20kt water

 1500  20” VETO PMTs

10beyond Daya BayWei Wang

JUNO: A 20kt Liquid Scintillator Detector
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beyond Daya BayWei Wang

How Mass Hierarchy Manifests Itself

• How to resolve neutrino mass hierarchy 
using reactor neutrinos 

– KamLAND (long-baseline) measures the solar 
sector parameters 

– Short-baseline reactor neutrino experiments 
designed to utilize the oscillation of 
atmospheric scale 

✓ Both scales can be probed by observing the 
spectrum of reactor neutrino flux
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Figure 2: The reactor ν̄e energy spectrum at distance L = 20 km from the source, in the absence of
ν̄e oscillations (double-thick solid line) and in the case of ν̄e oscillations characterized by ∆m2

31 =
2.5 × 10−3 eV2, sin2 2θ⊙ = 0.8 and sin2 θ = 0.05. The thick lines are obtained for ∆m2

⊙ = 2 × 10−4

eV2 and correspond to NH (light grey) and IH (dark grey) neutrino mass spectrum. Shown is also the
spectrum for ∆m2

⊙ = 6 × 10−4 eV2 in the NH (dotted) and IH (dashed) cases.

Applying eq. (17) with ∆m2 = ∆m2
31, one sees that for the ranges of L which allow to probe

∆m2
⊙ from the LMAMSW solution region, the total event rate is not sensitive to the oscillations driven

by ∆m2
31 ∼> 1.5 × 10−3 eV2. Thus, the total event rate analysis would determine ∆m2

⊙ which would
be the same for both the normal and inverted hierarchy neutrino mass spectrum.
4.2 Energy Spectrum Distortions

An unambiguous evidence of neutrino oscillations would be the characteristic distortion of the
ν̄e energy spectrum. This is caused by the fact that, at fixed L, neutrinos with different energies reach
the detector in a different oscillation phase, so that some parts of the spectrum would be suppressed
more strongly by the oscillations than other parts. The search for distortions of the ν̄e energy spectrum
is essentially a direct test of the ν̄e oscillations. It is more effective than the total rate analysis since it
is not affected, e.g., by the overall normalization of the reactor ν̄e flux. However, such a test requires a
sufficiently high statistics and sufficiently good energy resolution of the detector used.

Energy spectrum distortions can be studied, in principle, in an experiment with L ∼= (20 − 25)
km. In Fig. 2 we show the comparison between the ν̄e spectrum expected for ∆m2

⊙ = 2 × 10−4 eV2

and ∆m2
⊙ = 6 × 10−4 eV2 and the spectrum in the absence of ν̄e oscillations. No averaging has been

performed and the possible detector resolution is not taken into account. The curves show the product
of the probabilities given by eqs. (9) and (13) and the predicted reactor ν̄e spectrum [36]. As Fig.
2 illustrates, the ν̄e spectrum in the case of oscillation is well distinguishable from that in the absence
of oscillations. Moreover, for ∆m2

⊙ lying in the interval 10−4 eV2 < ∆m2
⊙ ∼< 8.0 × 10−4 eV2, the

shape of the spectrum exhibits a very strong dependence on the value of ∆m2
⊙. A likelihood analysis

of the data would be able to determine the value of ∆m2
⊙ from the indicated interval with a rather good

precision. This would require a precision in the measurement of the e+−spectrum, which should be
just not worse than the precision achieved in the CHOOZ experiment and that planned to be reached in

8

L~20km

✓The mass hierarchy is contained in the spectrum!
✓Independent of the unknown CP phase

the KamLAND experiment. If the energy bins used in the measurement of the spectrum are sufficiently
large, the value of ∆m2

⊙ thus determined should coincide with value obtained from the analysis of the
total event rate and should be independent of ∆m2

31.

5 Normal vs. Inverted Hierarchy
In Fig. 2 we show the deformation of the reactor ν̄e spectrum both for the normal and inverted

hierarchy neutrino mass spectrum: as long as no integration over the energy is performed, the deforma-
tions in the two cases of neutrino mass spectrum can be considerable, and the sub-leading oscillatory
effects driven by the atmospheric mass squared difference (see the first and the third line of eqs. (9) -
(13)) can, in principle, be observed. They could be used to distinguish between the two hierarchical pat-
terns, provided the solar mixing is not maximal 5, sin2 θ is not too small and∆m2

31 is known with high
precision. It should be clear that the possibility we will be discussing next poses remarkable challenges.

The experiment under discussion could be in principle an alternative to the measurement of
the sign of ∆m2

31 in long (very long) baseline neutrino oscillation experiments [21, 22, 23] or in the
experiments with atmospheric neutrinos (see, e.g., [24]).

The magnitude of the effect of interest depends, in particular, on three factors, as we have already
pointed out:

• the value of the solar mixing angle θ⊙: the different behavior of the two survival probabilities
is due to the difference between sin2 θ⊙ and cos2 θ⊙; correspondingly, the effect vanishes for
maximal mixing; thus, the more the mixing deviates from the maximal the larger the effect;

• the value of sin2 θ, which controls the magnitude of the sub-leading effects due to ∆m2
31 on the

∆m2
⊙−driven oscillations: the effect of interest vanishes in the decoupling limit of sin2 θ → 0;

• the value of∆m2
⊙ (see Fig. 1): for given L and∆m2

⊙ the difference between the spectrum in the
cases of normal and inverted hierarchy is maximal at the minima of the survival probability, and
vanishes at the maxima.

A rough estimate of the possible difference between the predictions of the event rate spectrum
for the two hierarchical patterns, is provided by the ratio between the difference and the sum of the two
corresponding probabilities at ∆m2

⊙L = 2πEν :

PNH − PIH

PNH + PIH
=

2 cos 2θ⊙ sin2 θ cos2 θ

1 − 2 sin2 θ cos2 θ − cos4 θ sin2 2θ⊙
cos π

∆m2
31

∆m2
⊙

. (19)

The ratio could be rather large: the factor in front of the cos π ∆m2
31/∆m2

⊙ is about 25% for sin2 2θ⊙ =
0.8 and sin2 θ = 0.05.

The actual feasibility of the study under discussion depends crucially on the integration over
(i.e., the binning in) the energy: for the effect not to be strongly suppressed, the energy resolution of
the detector ∆Eν must satisfy:

∆Eν ∼<
4π E2

ν

∆m2
31 L

≃
2 ÷ 6 × 104 eV3

∆m2
31 (L/km)

. (20)

5It would be impossible to distinguish between the normal and inverted hierarchy neutrino mass spectrum if for given
∆m2

⊙ > 10−4 eV2 and sin2 2θ⊙ ̸= 1, the LMA solution region is symmetric with respect to the change θ⊙ → π/2 − θ⊙
(cos 2θ⊙ → − cos 2θ⊙). While the value of sin2 2θ⊙ is expected to be measured with a relatively high precision by the
KamLAND experiment, the sign of cos 2θ⊙ will not be fixed by this experiment. However, the θ⊙ − (π/2 − θ⊙) ambiguity
can be resolved by the solar neutrino data. Note also that the current solar neutrino data disfavor values of cos 2θ⊙ < 0 in the
LMA solution region (see, e.g., [5, 6, 10]).

9

Petcov&Piai, Phys. Lett. B533 (2002) 94-106
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Challenges in Resolving MH using Reactors

• Energy resolution 

• Energy non-linearity 

• Statistics 

• Reactor distribution 

– The mass hierarchy information is 
in the multiple atmospheric 
oscillation cycles in the survival 
spectrum. For the valuable part of 
the spectrum ~3.5MeV, the 
oscillation length is ~3.5km.  

– Thus, if two reactor cores with 
equal or close powers differ by 
half oscillation length, the mass 
hierarchy signal will get cancelled.

12

Figure 2: The variation (left panel) of the MH sensitivity as a function of the baseline
difference of two reactors and the comparison (right panel) of the MH sensitivity for the
ideal and actual distributions of the reactor cores.

Figure 3: Two classes of typical examples for the residual non-linear functions in our
simulation.

and baseline distribution of each core of the Yangjiang (YJ) and Taishan (TS) nuclear
power plant, shown in Table 1. The remote reactors in the Daya Bay (DYB) and the
possible Huizhou (HZ) power plant are also included. The reduction of sensitivity due to
the actual distribution of reactor cores is shown in the right panel of Figure 2, which gives
a degradation of ∆χ2

MH ≃ 5. In all the following studies, the actual spacial distribution
of reactor cores for the Daya Bay II Experiment is taken into account.

4 Energy Non-Linearity Effect

The detector energy response is also crucial for Daya Bay II since a precise energy spec-
trum of reactor neutrinos is required. Assuming the energy non-linearity correction is
imperfect, we study its impact to the sensitivity by including in our simulation a residual
non-linearity between the measured and expected neutrino spectra. Assume the detector

6
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Sensitivity Prediction of JUNO

13

where the positive and negative signs correspond to normal and inverted mass hierar-
chies, respectively. Therefore, comparisons of oscillations between different flavors may
distinguish the MH and even tell us possible information on the CP-violating phase.

One must keep in mind that the effective mass-squared differences defined here are
only MH-invariant under the condition of ∆21 ≪ 1. In the reactor neutrino experiment
at a medium baseline (∆21 ∼ 1), where all the oscillation modes and their interference
terms are measurable, the absolute value of ∆m2

ee is not invariant by changing the sign
of the neutrino MH. However, it is still close to ∆m2

ee rather than ∆m2
µµ and we can get

an additional MH sensitivity with the inclusion of a prior ∆m2
µµ measurement.

For a reactor neutrino experiment at medium baseline, corrections to the mass-squared
differences from the terrestrial matter effect are around 1% and the induced uncertainties
are negligibly small (less than 0.1%). On the other hand, in the muon-neutrino disappear-
ance channel of long-baseline accelerator neutrino experiments, the matter corrections are
suppressed by the smallness of θ13 and only at the level of 0.2% for the baselines of several
hundreds kilometers (e.g., 295 km for T2K [30] and 735 km for NOvA [31]). Moreover,
the different signs in the matter potentials of neutrino and antineutrino oscillations are
also favorable to increase the discrepancy of different mass-squared differences.

3 Statistical Analysis

The 20 kt liquid scintillator (LS) detector of Daya Bay II Experiment [20–22] will be
located at equal baselines of 52 km away from two reactor complexes (36 GW in total).
In this study we use nominal running time of six years, 300 effective days per year, and a
detector energy resolution 3%/

√

E(MeV) as a benchmark. A normal MH is assumed to
be the true one (otherwise mentioned explicitly) while the conclusion won’t be changed
for the other assumption. The relevant oscillation parameters are taken from the latest
global analysis [27] as ∆m2

21 = 7.54 × 10−5eV−2, (∆m2
31 +∆m2

32)/2 = 2.43 × 10−5eV−2,
sin2 θ13 = 0.024 and sin2 θ12 = 0.307. The CP-violating phase will be specified when
needed. Finally, the reactor antineutrino flux model from Vogel et al. [32] is adopted in
our simulation1.

To obtain the sensitivity of the proposed experiment, we employ the least squares
method and construct a standard χ2 function as following:

χ2
REA =

Nbin
∑

i=1

[Mi − Ti(1 +
∑

k αikϵk)]2

Mi

+
∑

k

ϵ2k
σ2
k

, (10)

where Mi is the measured neutrino events in the i-th energy bin, Ti is the predicted
reactor antineutrino flux with oscillations, σk is the systematic uncertainty, ϵk is the
corresponding pull parameter, and αik is the fraction of neutrino event contribution of
the k-th pull parameter to the i-th energy bin. The considered systematic uncertainties
include the correlated (absolute) reactor uncertainty (2%), the uncorrelated (relative)
reactor uncertainty (0.8%), the flux spectrum uncertainty (1%) and the detector-related

1We have tried both the calculated [32] and the new evaluations [33, 34] of the reactor antineutrino
fluxes. The discrepancy only influences the measurement of θ12. Both evaluations give consistent results
on the MH determination.
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Figure 1: The MH discrimination ability for the proposed reactor neutrino experiment
as functions of the baseline (left panel) and the detector energy resolution (right panel)
with the method of the least squares function in Eq. (10).

Cores YJ-C1 YJ-C2 YJ-C3 YJ-C4 YJ-C5 YJ-C6
Power (GW) 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9
Baseline(km) 52.75 52.84 52.42 52.51 52.12 52.21

Cores TS-C1 TS-C2 TS-C3 TS-C4 DYB HZ
Power (GW) 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 17.4 17.4
Baseline(km) 52.76 52.63 52.32 52.20 215 265

Table 1: Summary of the power and baseline distribution for the Yangjiang (YJ) and
Taishan (TS) reactor complexes, as well as the remote reactors of Daya Bay (DYB) and
Huizhou (HZ).

uncertainty (1%). We use 200 equal-size bins for the incoming neutrino energy between
1.8 MeV and 8.0 MeV.

We can fit both the normal MH and inverted MH with the least squares method
and take the difference of the minima as a measurement of the MH sensitivity. The
discriminator of the neutrino MH can be defined as

∆χ2
MH = |χ2

min(N)− χ2
min(I)|, (11)

where the minimization process is implemented for all the relevant oscillation parameters.
Note that two local minima for each MH [χ2

min(N) and χ2
min(I)] can be located at different

positions of |∆m2
ee|. This particular discriminator is used to obtain the optimal baseline

and to explore the impact of the energy resolution, which are shown in the left and right
panels of Figure 1. Ideally a sensitivity of ∆χ2

MH ≃ 16 can be obtained at the baseline
around 50 km and with a detector energy resolution of 3%.

The baselines to two reactor complexes should be equal. The impact of unequal
baselines is shown in the left panel of Figure 2, by keeping the baseline of one reactor
unchanged and varying that of another. A rapid oscillatory behavior is observed and
demonstrates the importance of baseline differences for the reactor cores. To evaluate
the impact from the spacial distribution of individual cores, we take the actual power

5

Chi-square analysis to fit the Asimov data generated assuming true MH
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Taishan (TS) reactor complexes, as well as the remote reactors of Daya Bay (DYB) and
Huizhou (HZ).

uncertainty (1%). We use 200 equal-size bins for the incoming neutrino energy between
1.8 MeV and 8.0 MeV.

We can fit both the normal MH and inverted MH with the least squares method
and take the difference of the minima as a measurement of the MH sensitivity. The
discriminator of the neutrino MH can be defined as

∆χ2
MH = |χ2

min(N)− χ2
min(I)|, (11)

where the minimization process is implemented for all the relevant oscillation parameters.
Note that two local minima for each MH [χ2

min(N) and χ2
min(I)] can be located at different

positions of |∆m2
ee|. This particular discriminator is used to obtain the optimal baseline

and to explore the impact of the energy resolution, which are shown in the left and right
panels of Figure 1. Ideally a sensitivity of ∆χ2

MH ≃ 16 can be obtained at the baseline
around 50 km and with a detector energy resolution of 3%.

The baselines to two reactor complexes should be equal. The impact of unequal
baselines is shown in the left panel of Figure 2, by keeping the baseline of one reactor
unchanged and varying that of another. A rapid oscillatory behavior is observed and
demonstrates the importance of baseline differences for the reactor cores. To evaluate
the impact from the spacial distribution of individual cores, we take the actual power
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Figure 2: The variation (left panel) of the MH sensitivity as a function of the baseline
difference of two reactors and the comparison (right panel) of the MH sensitivity for the
ideal and actual distributions of the reactor cores.

Figure 3: Two classes of typical examples for the residual non-linear functions in our
simulation.

and baseline distribution of each core of the Yangjiang (YJ) and Taishan (TS) nuclear
power plant, shown in Table 1. The remote reactors in the Daya Bay (DYB) and the
possible Huizhou (HZ) power plant are also included. The reduction of sensitivity due to
the actual distribution of reactor cores is shown in the right panel of Figure 2, which gives
a degradation of ∆χ2

MH ≃ 5. In all the following studies, the actual spacial distribution
of reactor cores for the Daya Bay II Experiment is taken into account.

4 Energy Non-Linearity Effect

The detector energy response is also crucial for Daya Bay II since a precise energy spec-
trum of reactor neutrinos is required. Assuming the energy non-linearity correction is
imperfect, we study its impact to the sensitivity by including in our simulation a residual
non-linearity between the measured and expected neutrino spectra. Assume the detector
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Figure 6: the reactor-only (dashed) and combined (solid) distributions of the∆χ2 function
in Eq. (10) and Eq. (16), where a 1% (left panel) or 1.5% (right panel) relative error of
∆m2

µµ is assumed and the CP-violating phase (δ) is assigned to be 90◦/270◦ (cos δ = 0)
for illustration. The black and red lines are for the true (normal) and false (inverted)
neutrino MH, respectively. The non-linearity in Eq. (12) is assigned with sign = +1,
size1 = 2% and size2 = 4%.

it is almost negligible if we choose the true MH in the fitting program. However, if the
fitting MH is different from the true one, the central value of ∆m2

ee in the χ2
pull function

will change by two units of the difference in Eq. (8), which accordingly results in a sig-
nificant contribution to the combined χ2 function. Finally we can achieve ∆χ2

MH ≃ 19
and ∆χ2

MH ≃ 14 for the 1% and 1.5% relative errors of the ∆m2
µµ measurement.

Next we can discuss the ambiguity of the unknown CP-violating phase δ and evolution
of the MH sensitivity with respect to changes of the ∆m2

µµ error. The ∆χ2
MH dependence

on different input errors is shown in Figure 7, where the blue, black and red lines stands
for different values of the CP-violating phase (δ = 0◦, δ = 90◦/270◦ and δ = 180◦

respectively). In Figure 7, we can notice that the improvement are obvious for an external
∆m2

µµ measurement better than 2% and becomes significant if we can get to the 1%
level. For the effect of the CP-violating phase, it is most favorable for the value close
to 180◦. The cases of maximal CP violation are in the middle region which are just
the cases discussed in Figure 6. The ambiguity of the CP-violating phase can induce
an uncertainty of ∆χ2

MH ≃ 2 (4) at σ(∆m2
µµ)/|∆m2

µµ| ≃ 1.5% (1%). The effect of the
external ∆m2

µµ measurement can also be viewed as a probe of the CP-violating phase. If
the improvement is much better than the discussion in Figure 6, a preference of δ close
to 180◦ can be achieved. Otherwise, we may get a nearly vanishing CP-violating phase if
the situation is totally opposite.

Current best measurement for ∆m2
µµ from the MINOS experiment [36] gives an error

of 4%. Two new experiments T2K [30] and NOvA [31] are in operation or construction
and each of them can reach 1.5% by 2020 after finishing of their nominal running plans
(5 years of ν mode at 750 kW for T2K and 3 years of ν mode plus 3 years of ν̄ mode
at 700 kW for NOvA). If these experiments could extend to another 5-year running, it
might be possible to obtain the precision of 1% which will be useful for the measurement
of the precision reactor neutrino experiment.
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With 1% Δm2μμ prior

Figure 4: Effects of two classes of energy non-linearity models in the determination of
the neutrino MH without the self-calibration in fitting. The normal (inverted) MH is
assumed to be the true one in the upper (lower) panels. The sign and size of the non-
linear parameters are indicated in the legend.

8

With non-linearity residual

Figure 5: Effects of two classes of energy non-linearity models in the determination of the
neutrino MH with the self-calibration in fitting. The normal (inverted) MH is assumed
to be the true one in the upper (lower) panels. The sign and size of the non-linear
parameters are indicated in the legend.

9

With energy self-correction

Y.F. Li et al, PRD88(2013)013008



Addressing Challenge #1: Get More Photons

u Highly transparent LS:  

ð    Attenuation length/D:  15m/16m à 30m/34m    ×0.9 

u High light yield LS:  

ð    KamLAND: 1.5g/l PPO à  5g/l PPO 

       Light Yield: 30%à 45%;                                    × 1.5 

u Photocathode coverage : 

ð    KamLAND: 34%  à  ~ 80%                              × 2.3 

u High QE “PMT”：  

ð  20”  SBA PMT QE:  25% à 35%                       × 1.4 

       or New PMT  QE：25% à 40%                      × 1.6 

       Both：                     25% à 50%                    × 2.0

4.3 – 5.0   è (3.0 – 2.5)% /√E

Other  contributions： 
0.5% constant term & 0.5% neutron recoil uncertainty
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 Use R3600 PMT (20inch), 17.5 m from sphere center to its front

● Volleyball idea: 15180 个 PMT, coverage 78.25%

 Sketch:

Volleyball,)
~15,000)PMTs,)
~78%)
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Addressing Challenge #2: Avoid Degenerated Spectra

• Recall the survival probability

15

P⌫̄e!⌫̄e = 1� 2s213c
2
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2
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2
�21 cos(2�32 ± �)

as shown in Fig. 1 taken from Ref. [20] (left) and Ref. [13] (right). From left panel of Fig. 1, below
~30km, dm2 is rather uniform across the entire IBD spectrum thus easily absorbed by the current
Dm2

32 uncertainty. From right panel of Fig. 1, without the contrast between the lower and the higher
parts of the spectrum which only appears when baseline is greater than ~30km, difference between
NH and IH can be easily explained by a constant energy scale shift or a shift in Dm2

32.
Due to the needs of good energy resolution and free proton targets for IBD anti-neutrino re-

actions, liquid scintillator (LS) is the best technology for MRNE. However, LS has a notorious
property: energy quenching causes non-linear energy response. Combined with potential elec-
tronic non-linearity effect, energy scale could potentially cause a total degenerated IBD spectra
between different MHs if the energy reconstruction is biased in the following non-linear fashion,

Erec =
2|D0m2

32|+Dm2
f (En̄e , L)

2|Dm2
32|�Dm2

f (En̄e , L)
Ereal. (2.1)

Here Erec is the reconstructed positron energy and Ereal is the true energy. |D0m2
32| represents a

different Dm2
32 best-fit value from the observed IBD spectrum allowed by its a priori knowledge,

i.e. its uncertainty provided by MINOS. It has been illustrated in Ref. [20] that with the allowed
uncertainty in dDm2

32 = 0.13⇥10�3eV 2, to break the degeneracy, energy scale non-linearity needs
to be constrained to sub percent level, which an order of magnitude improvement compared with
the current generation of LS detectors. This requirement can be relaxed if our knowledge in Dm2

32
and on the IBD spectrum get improved.

In addition to the most critical factors related to energy resolution and energy response, there
are other challenges in MRNE, such as backgrounds, reactor core distributions and event statistics.
We will discuss these factor with a sensitivity setup in following sections.

2.2 Mass hierarchy sensitivity setup

2.2.1 The c2
min comparison method resolving MH

To study the physics sensitivity to MH in MRNE, we set up a chi-square using the pull method to
do model comparison between NH and IH in the following way,

c2 =
N

Â
i=1

2 · (Nexp
i �Nobs

i +Nobs
i · log(Nobs

i /Nexp
i ))+c2

penalty, (2.2)

where Nobs
i is the number of observed IBD events in energy bin i given one of MH is true and Nexp

i
is the expected number of IBD events in bin i assuming either NH or IH. The penalty component
c2

penalty includes systematic constraints and any a priori knowledge on oscillation parameters from
other experiments. The best-fit minimal chi-square differences between the two MH cases is de-
fined as: Dc2 ⌘ c2

min,IH � c2
min,NH . Naturally, a positive Dc2 indicates the NH model is preferred

by the data over the IH model as the better model has smaller c2
min.

For continuous quantities that can be approximated by normal distributions, the
p

|Dc2| in
the unit of standard deviation s ’s, is commonly used as the confidence level. However, as pointed
out in Ref. [21], due to the discrete feature of MH, the square root rule does not apply any more in
setting the confidence level for MH measurement. The proper relation between Dc2 and confidence

– 5 –

• The Δm2
atm uncertainty 

and non-linear energy 
response could create the 
same survival spectrum. 

➡ Very difficult to 
resolve MH if the 
non-linearity 
uncertainty is large 

• To enhance the sensitivity 
to MH, a comprehensive 
calibration R&D program 
is being developed, 
including a positron 
beam calibrating the 
whole spectrum

X. Qian et al, PRD87(2013)3, 033005
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External Input: Δm2μμ Precision in Coming Years

• S.K. Agarwalla, S. Prakash, WW, http://arxiv.org/abs/1312.1477.
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maximal 2-3 mixing. We also would like to point out that with the present energy resolution,

the precision can be improved by simply increasing their statistics. A precision of 0.61%

can be obtained if the statistics of these two experiments are doubled. It clearly suggests

that this measurement is still statistically dominated for the present run-plans of T2K and

NO⌫A.

4 Summary and Conclusions

High-precision measurement of |�m2
µµ| is crucial in validating the 3-flavor neutrino oscilla-

tion model. It also serves as a key input to the neutrino mass models and to the neutrinoless

double beta decay searches. In addition, a sub-percent measurement of |�m2
µµ| is manda-

tory for the MBRO experiments to obtain a reasonably good sensitivity to neutrino MH.

In the foreseeable future, presently running T2K and upcoming NO⌫A experiments can

provide a more accurate measurement of |�m2
µµ| beyond the current MINOS precision. In

this paper, we have studied in detail the expected precision in |�m2
µµ| that can be achieved

after the complete runs of T2K and NO⌫A experiments.

True sin2 ✓23 T2K (5⌫) NO⌫A (3⌫ + 3⌫̄) T2K + NO⌫A

0.36 1.53% 2.33% 1.24% (2.41+0.09
�0.09)

0.50 1.16% 1.45% 0.87% (2.41+0.07
�0.06)

0.66 1.53% 2.26% 1.24% (2.41+0.09
�0.09)

Table 2: Relative 1� precision on |�m2
µµ| considering di↵erent true values of sin2 ✓23. Results are shown

for T2K, NO⌫A, and their combined data. In the last column, inside the parentheses, we also give the 3�

allowed ranges of test |�m2
µµ| (⇥10�3 eV2) around its best-fit.

It can be seen from Table 2 that T2K (NO⌫A) can measure |�m2
µµ| with a relative 1�

precision of 1.45% (1.16%) assuming maximal 2-3 mixing. Combining the data from these

two experiments, a sub-percent precision is achievable. It clearly demonstrates the possible

synergy between these two experiments with di↵erent energy spectra and baselines. We

have also studied the dependency of this measurement on the true value of sin2 ✓23. The

precision in |�m2
µµ| can vary in the range of 0.87% to 1.24% depending on the true value

of sin2 ✓23 in its currently-allowed 3� region. As expected, for maximal 2-3 mixing, we

have the best measurement of 0.87% (see Table 2). Any analysis assuming the full runs of

these two long-baseline experiments can now assume a 1� prior of ⇠ 1% on |�m2
µµ|. In the

last column, inside the parentheses, we also present the 3� allowed ranges of test |�m2
µµ|

(⇥10�3 eV2) around its best-fit. This is a very robust measurement in the sense that it

is quite immune to the present uncertainties in sin2 2✓13, �CP, choice of hierarchy, and the

systematic errors. This high-precision measurement of |�m2
µµ| by the current generation

experiments T2K and NO⌫A will certainly provide a boost for the physics reach of MBRO

experiments in addressing the neutrino mass hierarchy.

– 9 –

• Combining future MH experiments (INO? PINGU?)

http://arxiv.org/abs/1312.1477


• Reactor flux uncertainty improvements can also improve the sensitivity. 

!
!
!
!
!

• Who will provide better reactor flux measurements/predictions?  
(FRM-II has made the first round effort by remeasuring 

238
U spectrum. Daya Bay? 

RENO? Double Chooz? Very short-baseline reactor experiments? Theorists?)

Furthermore: Better Flux ☞ Better MH Sensitivity

17

Table 1. The improvements in MH sensitivity with 100kt exposure as we improve our knowledge in reactor
flux.

Uncertainty improvement Dc2 (Model I) Dc2 (Model II) Dc2 (Model III)
Current ~3% 9.5 17.3 13.9

Factor 2 11.5 21.7 18.4
Factor 3 12.1 23.2 19.9
Factor 4 12.4 23.8 20.5
Factor 5 12.6 24.1 20.9

Table 2. The improvement in MH sensitivity for the degeneracy non-linearity model applying different dual
detector designs at different baselines

2nd Detector Dc2 Dc2 (sscale/4)
20kt at 53km 4.2 14.3
0.1kt at 2km 4.9 11.5
5kt at 30km 10.3 13.6

certainties can be achieved by employing near detectors like RENO-50 is using the current RENO
detectors as near detectors[19].

2.6 A dual detector design with ratio methods

With two detectors, one can form ratios between these two detectors, so that the uncertainties from
the reactor spectrum are largely canceled 1. However, as shown in Ref. [20], direct using ratios
would be more sensitive to the uncertainty in the energy model, as the constrain from the knowledge
of the reactor spectrum is not used. This is also true for the proposed Fourier transformation
methods [7, 10, 11]. On the other hand, Ref. [23] showed that by placing a second functionally
identical detector at ⇠30 km baseline, the energy non-linearity requirement can be largely reduced.
This is because of the different MH-dependent oscillation patterns at the two baselines, so that a
single “wrong” non-linearity can not fit both detectors as the two detectors have identical or highly
correlated energy responses. In our sensitivity calculation, we find that such a configuration does
improve the sensitivity significantly using ratios. Our results are shown in Table. 2. With the
assumed energy scale uncertainties based on the current Daya Bay preliminary results, a second
detector at L=30km can significantly improve the MH sensitivity with the ratio method. In the 3
special cases we test, we also see that without the second detector at 30km, we would have to reduce
the energy scale uncertainties much to reach the similar sensitivity resulted from the 30km second
detector. In our study, we have assumed the second detector’s energy scale is fully correlated with
the far detector.

3. Precision measurements and synergy with atmospheric neutrino experiments

3.1 Precision oscillation parameter measurement

With ⇠40 detected reactor neutrino events per day, and the multiple oscillation cycles in the energy
range of reactor neutrinos, it is estimated [17] that Dm2

21, Dm2
31 and sin2 q12 can be measured to a

1The assumption here is to not trust the uncertainty estimation of theoretical calculation of reactor spectrum.
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Precision Measurement of the Reactor Flux and Spectrum at Daya Bay 
 

January 31, 2013 
The Daya Bay Collaboration 

 
Daya Bay collects reactor antineutrino data at a tremendous rate which enables a precision measurement 
of the reactor antineutrino spectra in the near site detectors. The Daya Bay experimental configuration 
allows spectral and flux measurements as close as 360m from the reactor cores at the Daya Bay site and 
480m at the Ling Ao site. At these detector locations the measured reactor antineutrino flux from the 
nearest reactor cores remains largely non-oscillated in the standard 3-neutrino oscillation framework. 
The contribution from the more distant reactors at ~900m is approximately 20% (7.5%) of the total 
event rate at Daya Bay (Ling Ao). The oscillation effects from the far reactor can be corrected for in any 
spectral analysis assuming a 3-neutrino framework. With this detector configuration Daya Bay will be 
able to report the following measurements and physics analyses: 
 
1. Highest-precision measurement of the reactor antineutrino spectrum in a reactor antineutrino 

experiment. An <1% statistical uncertainty is achievable in a 2-year run over a large range of 
energies at the near sites. 

2. Test of the reactor antineutrino spectrum and search for new antineutrino interactions: Using 
known reactor data such as thermal power output and fission fraction evolution from reactor core 
simulations Daya Bay can predict the expected non-oscillated spectral shape of reactor antineutrinos 
emitted from each reactor. A precise comparison of the spectral prediction with the Daya Bay 
measurement will test our understanding of reactor antineutrino spectrum calculations and reveal 
potential shape effects. Shape discrepancies may point to (a) missing nuclear physics in the reactor 
spectrum predictions or (b) new physics beyond the 3-neutrino framework including non-standard 
interaction (NSI) effects. Daya Bay can search for new antineutrino interactions through comparison 
of the measured and expected reactor spectra. Understanding the shape of the measured and 
predicted reactor spectrum is a pre-requisite to any absolute reactor flux measurement. Due to the 
high statistics of the Daya Bay measurement, the statistical uncertainty in the 2011–2012 Daya Bay 
data set is already below the flux conversion uncertainty on the spectrum.  

3. Absolute reactor flux measurement: In addition to a shape analysis, an absolute flux measurement 
tests our understanding of reactor flux predictions and can, in principle, shed light on the issue 
whether there is an apparent deficit in the measured reactor neutrino flux at short baselines, also 
known as the “reactor anomaly”. An analysis of past measurements and reactor flux predictions has 
revealed a discrepancy of about 5.7%. While Daya Bay has demonstrated superb relative detector 
uncertainties, an absolute measurement will be systematics limited. A statistical precision of 0.1% 
will be achievable. Improvements in the analysis may eventually reduce absolute detector 
uncertainties to <1%. An absolute flux measurement will be limited by our knowledge of the reactor 
flux normalization: this includes a theoretical uncertainty of 2.7% in the reactor flux predictions. 
One can compare Daya Bay data to previous reactor flux measurements by “anchoring” it to the 
absolute Bugey-4 measurement with an uncertainty of 1.4%. Daya Bay’s measured flux and 
spectrum will provide important input to test the reactor anomaly.  

4. Study of the time-evolution of the reactor antineutrino flux: The large reactor antineutrino event 
rate measured at Daya Bay allows a detailed study of the time variation of the reactor antineutrino 
flux. This contains information on the operation of the reactors as well as the evolution and isotopic 
composition of the core fuel. Correlating the measured antineutrino flux with reactor operations is of 
interest to reactor monitoring, the safeguard community, and applied neutrino science. With six 
reactors and 4 near-site detectors Daya Bay will provide the largest data set on reactor flux variations 
as a function of time. 

Daya Bay Projected Flux Precision (Snowmass’13)

A.B. Balantekin et al  
arXiv:1307.7419 
Snowmass’13

Double 
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~1%
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RENO-50 Detector Concept 
$ 10 kton ultra-low-radioactivity Liquid Scintillation Detector 
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Far Detector 

Near Detector 

RENO-50 Site 
Mt. Guemseong (450 m) 

'  ~900 m.w.e. overburden 

'  ~47 km baseline 

'  Best sensitivity 

See*
talk*by*
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Another Medium-Baseline Experiment: RENO-50
• Utilizing the current 6 RENO reactors 

• Baseline ~47km 

• Target mass 10kt 

• Cylinder-shaped detector 

➡ Simulation resolution is ~6% at 1MeV 

➡ Need to improve photoelectrons

18

RENO-50 Workshop
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Other Non-Reactor Approach Efforts

• Experiments having 
potential in neutrino 
mass hierarchy 

– INO, PINGU, 
Hyper-K/T2HK, 
LBNE
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Unlike Eq. (7), which has a tan2!13 in its denominator,
Eq. (10) has a much weaker dependence on !13.

From Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), we write

!P"# ! Pm
"# " Pv
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31%L=2E'
" sin2!m

13cos2!m
13sin2$1:27!m

31L=E%': (11)

Incorporating the Eres ’ Ev
peak condition [Eq. (10)] leads to

!P"# ’ cos4
!

sin2!13$2p& 1%$
4

"
" 1: (12)

We note that, in general, !P"# (at Eres ’ Ev
peak ) will be

larger for higher values of both p and !13. For p ! 1 and
sin22!13 ! 0:1, Eres ’ Ev

peak occurs at (9700 Km [from
Eq. (10)] and !P"# ("0:7 [from Eq. (12)]. For p ! 0,
Eq. (10) gives Lmax

"# ( 4400 Km for sin22!13 ! 0:1.
However, !P"# is roughly one-tenth of the p ! 1 case.
In general, for a given baseline, the choice of an optimal p
is also dictated by the constraint that the vacuum peak near
resonance have a breadth which makes the effect observa-
tionally viable. Note that for sin22!13 ! 0:05 and 0.2,
Eq. (10) gives the distances of maximum matter effect as
(9900 and 9300 Km for p ! 1. Because of the weaker
dependence on !13 here compared to Pm

"e [Eq. (7)], the

distances for various values of !13 are bunched together in
the vicinity of 9500 Km.

In Fig. 4(a), we show all three matter and vacuum
probabilities for 9700 Km. In these plots !31 is taken as
0:002 eV2 which gives Eres ’ Ev

peak at 5 GeV. The middle
panel of Fig. 4(a) shows that near this energy Pm

"# (( 0.33)
is appreciably lower compared to Pv

"# (( 1). Thus the drop
due to matter effect is 0.67, which agrees well with that
obtained in the paragraph above using the approximate
expression Eq. (12).
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FIG. 4 (color online). P"# and P"" plotted as a function of neutrino energy, E (in GeV) in presence of matter and in vacuum for both
signs of !31 for two different baseline lengths, (a) for L ! 9700 Km and (b) for L ! 7000 Km. These plots use !31 ! 0:002 eV2 and
sin22!13 ! 0:1.
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FIG. 5 (color online). The plot shows sensitivity to !13 in case
of P"# for a baseline length of 9700 Km. The value of !31 is
taken to be 0:002 eV2.
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Unlike Eq. (7), which has a tan2!13 in its denominator,
Eq. (10) has a much weaker dependence on !13.

From Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), we write

!P"# ! Pm
"# " Pv

"#

! sin22!23#"cos4!13sin2$1:27!31L=E%
& cos2!m

13sin2#1:27$!31 & A& !m
31%L=2E'

& sin2!m
13sin2#1:27$!31 & A"!m

31%L=2E'
" sin2!m

13cos2!m
13sin2$1:27!m

31L=E%': (11)

Incorporating the Eres ’ Ev
peak condition [Eq. (10)] leads to

!P"# ’ cos4
!

sin2!13$2p& 1%$
4

"
" 1: (12)

We note that, in general, !P"# (at Eres ’ Ev
peak ) will be

larger for higher values of both p and !13. For p ! 1 and
sin22!13 ! 0:1, Eres ’ Ev

peak occurs at (9700 Km [from
Eq. (10)] and !P"# ("0:7 [from Eq. (12)]. For p ! 0,
Eq. (10) gives Lmax

"# ( 4400 Km for sin22!13 ! 0:1.
However, !P"# is roughly one-tenth of the p ! 1 case.
In general, for a given baseline, the choice of an optimal p
is also dictated by the constraint that the vacuum peak near
resonance have a breadth which makes the effect observa-
tionally viable. Note that for sin22!13 ! 0:05 and 0.2,
Eq. (10) gives the distances of maximum matter effect as
(9900 and 9300 Km for p ! 1. Because of the weaker
dependence on !13 here compared to Pm

"e [Eq. (7)], the

distances for various values of !13 are bunched together in
the vicinity of 9500 Km.

In Fig. 4(a), we show all three matter and vacuum
probabilities for 9700 Km. In these plots !31 is taken as
0:002 eV2 which gives Eres ’ Ev

peak at 5 GeV. The middle
panel of Fig. 4(a) shows that near this energy Pm

"# (( 0.33)
is appreciably lower compared to Pv

"# (( 1). Thus the drop
due to matter effect is 0.67, which agrees well with that
obtained in the paragraph above using the approximate
expression Eq. (12).
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(9900 and 9300 Km for p ! 1. Because of the weaker
dependence on !13 here compared to Pm

"e [Eq. (7)], the

distances for various values of !13 are bunched together in
the vicinity of 9500 Km.

In Fig. 4(a), we show all three matter and vacuum
probabilities for 9700 Km. In these plots !31 is taken as
0:002 eV2 which gives Eres ’ Ev

peak at 5 GeV. The middle
panel of Fig. 4(a) shows that near this energy Pm
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is appreciably lower compared to Pv
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• Experiments 
attacking the CP 
problem in lepton 
sector 

– NOvA, T2K, 
Hyper-K/T2HK, 
LBNE

➡ MH and CP are 
entangled together 

➡ Different energies 

➡ A different flavor 

➡ Complicated 
interactions
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The Race to Mass Hierarchy Has Begun
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Aren’t Reactors Perfect Antineutrino Sources?

• Reactor antineutrino anomaly 

– Mention et al re-evaluated the reactor 
flux in 2011 and found ~6% deficit 
compared with previous short-
baseline reactor neutrino experiments, 
measured/predicted = 0.943+/-0.023

22

of 98% C.L. in Ref. [45]. Gallex and Sage observed an
average deficit of RG ¼ 0:86" 0:06ð1!Þ. Considering the
hypothesis of "e disappearance caused by short baseline
oscillations we used Eq. (13), neglecting the !m2

31
driven oscillations because of the very short baselines of
order 1 m. Fitting the data leads to j!m2

new;Gj> 0:3 eV2

(95%) and sin2ð2#new;GÞ % 0:26. Combining the reactor
antineutrino anomaly with the gallium anomaly gives

a good fit to the data and disfavors the no-oscillation
hypothesis at 99.7% C.L. Allowed regions in the
sin2ð2#newÞ &!m2

new plane are displayed in Fig. 6 (left).
The associated best-fit parameters are j!m2

new;R&Gj>
1:5 eV2 (95%) and sin2ð2#new;R&GÞ % 0:12.
We then reanalyzed the MiniBooNE electron neutrino

excess assuming the very short baseline neutrino oscilla-
tion explanation of Ref. [45]. Details of our reproduction of
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G. MENTION et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 83, 073006 (2011)

073006-10

Mention et al, PRD83, 073006(2011)

• What is causing the anomaly?  

- Common bias of ALL experiments?  

- Reactor flux calculation?  

- Or a new neutrino state?
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Experiment Reactor Baseline Status
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beyond Daya BayWei Wang

Efforts Addressing the Reactor Anomaly Directly
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Summary and Conclusion

• Daya Bay theta13 measurement has opened the gate to CP physics in 

lepton sector and has also enabled the MH resolution using reactor 

antineutrinos. Fantastic! 

• JUNO has been funded in China, aiming at resolving MH, also has great 

potential in precision measurement. Fantastic! 

• There are competitors for JUNO in MH resolution using the same 

approach and different approaches. Fantastic! 

• Very short-baseline reactor-based experiments are targeting at resolving 

the so-called “reactor anomaly” and, potentially, can provide better 

reactor flux measurements. Fantastic! 

➡ Beyond Daya Bay, neutrino physics, especially the reactor-based 

programs, has an even more promising future!
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Hosting Neutrino’20 @ SYSU-IHEP School of HEPJun Cao & Wei Wang

Come to SYSU-IHEP School of HEP
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Challenges of a 20kt LS Detector  
u Large detector: >10 kt  LS 
u Energy resolution: < 3%/√E  è 1200 p.e./MeV

26

Daya Bay BOREXINO KamLAND RENO-50 JUNO

LS Mass 20t
~300t 

~1kt	 18kt 20kt 

Light Yield
~160  

PE/MeV
~500	  

PE/MeV	 
~250  

PE/MeV
>1000  

PE/MeV
~1200  

PE/MeV

Photocathode 
Coverage

~12% ~34% ~34% ~67% ~80%

Energy 
Resolution

~7.5%/√E ~5%/√E ~6%/√E 3%/√E 3%/√E

Energy Scale ~1.5% ~1%(?) ~2% ? <1%
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JUNO Impact of Precision Measurements

• Three-neutrino 
paradigm test 

• Valuable input to the 
neutrinoless double 
beta decay experiments.

27

Direct unitarity test of |Ue1|2+|Ue2|2+|Ue3|2=1 
by combining JUNO, Daya Bay, and solar 
results. We considered two scenarios i) 
current SNO constraint and ii) a five times 
better constraint than SNO.
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Unitarity Tests of the Neutrino Mixing Matrix

X. Qian,1, ∗ C. Zhang,1 M. Diwan,1 and P. Vogel2

1Physics Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY
2Kellogg Radiation Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA

(Dated: August 28, 2013)

We discuss unitarity tests of the neutrino mixing (PMNS) matrix. We show that the combination
of solar neutrino experiments, medium-baseline and short-baseline reactor antineutrino experiments
make it possible to perform the first direct unitarity test of the PMNS matrix. In particular, the
measurements of Daya Bay and JUNO (a next generation medium-baseline reactor experiment)
will lay the foundation of a precise unitarity test of |Ue1|2 + |Ue2|2 + |Ue3|2 = 1. Furthermore, the
precision measurement of sin2 2θ13 in both the ν̄e disappearance and the νe appearance (from a
νµ beam) channels will provide an indirect unitarity test of the PMNS matrix. Together with the
search for appearance/disappearance at very short distances, these tests could provide important
information about the possible new physics beyond the three-neutrino model.

Introduction: In the past decades our understand-
ing of neutrinos has advanced dramatically. Initially,
neutrinos were thought to be massless, since only left-
handed neutrinos and right-handed antineutrinos were
detected in experiments [1]. The existence of non-zero
neutrino masses and the neutrino mixing were then suc-
cessfully established through the observation of neutrino
flavor oscillations. Recent reviews can be found e.g. in
Ref. [2, 3]. In the three-neutrino framework, the oscil-
lations are characterized by the neutrino mixing (com-
monly referred to as the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata or PMNS in short) matrix [4–6] and two neu-
trino mass-squared differences (∆m2

32 = m2
3 − m2

2 and
∆m2

21 = m2
2 −m2

1).

The PMNS matrix UPMNS (or U in short),

⎛

⎝

νe
νµ
ντ

⎞

⎠ =

⎛

⎝

Ue1 Ue2 Ue3

Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3

Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3

⎞

⎠ ·

⎛

⎝

ν1
ν2
ν3

⎞

⎠ , (1)

describes the mixing between the neutrino flavor (νe, νµ,
ντ ) and mass eigenstates (ν1, ν2, and ν3 with masses m1,
m2, and m3, respectively). Components of the PMNS
matrix can be determined through measurements of neu-
trino oscillations. For neutrinos with energy E and flavor
l, the probability of its transformation to flavor l′ after
traveling a distance L in vacuum is expressed as:

P (νl → νl′) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

i

UliU
∗
l′ie

−i(m2

i/2E)L

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

=
∑

i

|UliU
∗
l′i|

2 + ℜ
∑

i

∑

j ̸=i

UliU
∗
l′iU

∗
ljUl′je

i
∆m2

ijL

2E . (2)

The unitarity tests of the PMNS matrix refer to estab-

lishing whether U × U∗ ?
= I and U∗ × U

?
= I, where I is

the 3×3 unit matrix. These conditions are represented

by twelve equations in total:

|Ul1|
2 + |Ul2|

2 + |Ul3|
2 ?
= 1|l=e,µ,τ (3)

Ul1U
∗
l′1 + Ul2U

∗
l′2 + Ul3U

∗
l′3

?
= 0|l,l′=e,µ,τ ;l′ ̸=l (4)

|Uei|
2 + |Uµi|

2 + |Uτ i|
2 ?
= 1|i=1,2,3 (5)

UeiU
∗
ej + UµiU

∗
µj + Uτ iU

∗
τj

?
= 0|i,j=1,2,3;i̸=j . (6)

The PMNS matrix is conventionally written as explic-
itly unitary:

⎛

⎝

c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ

−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδ c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13eiδ c23c13

⎞

⎠ ,

with three mixing angles θ12, θ23, θ13 (sij = sin θij and
cij = cos θij), and a phase δ, commonly referred to as the
CP phase in the leptonic sector.

Super-Kamiokande [7], K2K [8], MINOS [9], T2K [10],
and IceCube [11] experiments determined the angle θ23
and the mass difference |∆m2

32| using the νµ disappear-
ance channel with atmospheric and accelerator neutri-
nos. The KamLAND [12] and SNO [13] experiments
measured θ12 and ∆m2

21 with ν̄e disappearance channel
using reactor antineutrinos and νe disappearance chan-
nel using solar neutrinos 1, respectively. Recently, the
Daya Bay [14, 15], Double Chooz [16], and RENO [17]
measured θ13 and are on their ways to measure |∆m2

31|
with ν̄e disappearance using reactor antineutrinos. The
current knowledge of the mixing angles and mass squared

1 Due to the MSW effect, the νe disappearance probability in SNO
is different from Eq. (2).

1
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The Current Theta13 Measurements
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Ø Top:  transmitted photocathode 
Ø Bottom: reflective photocathode 
         additional QE:  ~ 80%*40% 
Ø MCP to  replace Dynodes  è    no 

blocking of photons

   A new type of PMT: higher photon detection eff.

~  ×2  improvement 

1. asymmetric surface; 

2. Blind channels; 

3. Non-uniform gains

4. Flashing channels 

Low cost MCP by accepting the following: 
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No	  clearance:	  
	  coverage	  86.5%	  
1cm	  clearance:	  	  
coverage:	  83%	  

20"	  +	  8"	  PMT	  
8"	  PMT	  for	  be>er	  
?ming(vertex)

SBA	  photocathode

More Photoelectrons — New PMTs

New	  type	  of	  PMT:	  MCP-‐PMT
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MC Study of the Energy Resolution
u JUNO MC, based on DYB MC (tuned to data), 

except 
ð JUNO Geometry and 80% photocathode coverage  
ð SBA PMT: maxQE from 25% -> 35% 
ð Lower detector temperature to 4 degree (+13% light) 
ð LS attenuation length  (1m-tube measurement@430nm) 

ü from 15m = absorption 24m + Raleigh scattering 40 m 
ü to 20 m = absorption 40 m + Raleigh scattering 40m

Uniformly Distributed Events

After vertex-dep. correction

31
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How to Conquer the Energy Scale Challenge?

• Improve the energy calibration accuracy. 

• Dual detector to mitigate the energy scale challenge? 
– See E. Ciuffouli et al, arXiv:1211.6818 

• Which approach is more effective?

32

Table 1. The improvements in MH sensitivity with 100kt exposure as we improve our knowledge in reactor
flux.

Uncertainty improvement Dc2 (Model I) Dc2 (Model II) Dc2 (Model III)
Current ~3% 9.5 17.3 13.9

Factor 2 11.5 21.7 18.4
Factor 3 12.1 23.2 19.9
Factor 4 12.4 23.8 20.5
Factor 5 12.6 24.1 20.9

Table 2. The improvement in MH sensitivity for the degeneracy non-linearity model applying different dual
detector designs at different baselines

2nd Detector Dc2 Dc2 (sscale/4)
20kt at 53km 4.2 14.3
0.1kt at 2km 4.9 11.5
5kt at 30km 10.3 13.6

certainties can be achieved by employing near detectors like RENO-50 is using the current RENO
detectors as near detectors[19].

2.6 A dual detector design with ratio methods

With two detectors, one can form ratios between these two detectors, so that the uncertainties from
the reactor spectrum are largely canceled 1. However, as shown in Ref. [20], direct using ratios
would be more sensitive to the uncertainty in the energy model, as the constrain from the knowledge
of the reactor spectrum is not used. This is also true for the proposed Fourier transformation
methods [7, 10, 11]. On the other hand, Ref. [23] showed that by placing a second functionally
identical detector at ⇠30 km baseline, the energy non-linearity requirement can be largely reduced.
This is because of the different MH-dependent oscillation patterns at the two baselines, so that a
single “wrong” non-linearity can not fit both detectors as the two detectors have identical or highly
correlated energy responses. In our sensitivity calculation, we find that such a configuration does
improve the sensitivity significantly using ratios. Our results are shown in Table. 2. With the
assumed energy scale uncertainties based on the current Daya Bay preliminary results, a second
detector at L=30km can significantly improve the MH sensitivity with the ratio method. In the 3
special cases we test, we also see that without the second detector at 30km, we would have to reduce
the energy scale uncertainties much to reach the similar sensitivity resulted from the 30km second
detector. In our study, we have assumed the second detector’s energy scale is fully correlated with
the far detector.

3. Precision measurements and synergy with atmospheric neutrino experiments

3.1 Precision oscillation parameter measurement

With ⇠40 detected reactor neutrino events per day, and the multiple oscillation cycles in the energy
range of reactor neutrinos, it is estimated [17] that Dm2

21, Dm2
31 and sin2 q12 can be measured to a

1The assumption here is to not trust the uncertainty estimation of theoretical calculation of reactor spectrum.

– 10 –

• To reach the same level of improvements, energy scale 
uncertainty needs to be greatly improved. 

- Remark: Super-K solar does reach the level of 0.6% 
in absolute energy scale using an electron LINAC 

- Could we realize this accuracy in a JUNO-like 
detector? 
Proposed R&D: a positron and electron gun to 
cover the whole inverse beta decay spectrum. 
Preliminary MC shows plausibility.

Calibration�of�SuperCalibration�of�SuperͲͲK�with�K�with�an�electron��LINACan�electron��LINAC
Precise calibration of absolute energy scale, energy resolution, and angular 

resolution using electron LINAC.  

ENDCAP

0.1mm thick Ti window

• Beam�energy:�5�~�16�MeV/c�

Systematic error in the 
absolute energy scale : 
0.64 % (SK-I).

25

Super-K LINAC calibrationS. Kettell et al arXiv:1307.7419
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Various Energy Calibration Endeavors

• Rope system like SNO 

– Mechanically mature 

– Hard to find positron sources 

• ROV like SNO 

– Plausibility? 

– Challenging to position 

– Shadowing effect 

• Add guide tubes like 
Double Chooz 

– To calibrate boundary effect 

• Positron accelerator 

– Real positron source with 
continuous energy coverage 

– Shadowing effect?
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FIG. 2: Top panels show the comparison of IBD energy spectrum (no statistical fluctuations) w.r.t. Evis in (MeV) for fixed
|∆m2

32| = 2.43 × 10−3 eV2 (ideal spectrum in top left), for degenerate |∆m2
32| (ideal spectrum in top middle), and degenerate

|∆m2
32| with 100 kT · year exposure (realistic spectrum in NH case and ideal spectrum in IH case in top right). The ideal

spectrum represents the case without any statistical fluctuations, while realistic spectrum include these statistical fluctuations.
The resolution parameter a is chosen to be 2.6. Bottom panels show the ratio of NH to IH case. Due to statistical fluctuations,
the range of Y axis in bottom right panel is enlarged to 0.7-1.3 from 0.85-1.15.

probability. Values of mixing angles and mass-squared
differences used in the simulation are taken from [3, 14]:

sin2 2θ12 = 0.861+0.026
−0.022

∆m2
21 = (7.59± 0.21)× 10−5eV 2

sin2 2θ23 ∼ 1

|∆m2
32| = (2.43± 0.13)× 10−3eV 2

sin2 2θ13 = 0.092± 0.017 (Daya Bay) (4)

For example, with 5 years running at 60 km, the total
number of events is about 105. In addition, we assume
a = 2.6 in Eq. (3). The reactor anti-neutrino spectrum
was taken from Ref. [19]. The fuel fractions of U235, U238,
Pu239, and Pu241 are assumed to be 64%, 8%, 25%, and
3%, respectively.
For the IBD measurement with such a detector, the

majority of the backgrounds come from four types of
events: the accidental coincidence events, the Li9/He8

decay events, the fast neutron events, and the geo-
neutrino events. The accidental coincidence background

can be determined from the experimental data with negli-
gible systematic uncertainties [20–22]. Both the Li9/He8

decay events and the fast neutron events are caused
by cosmic muons. Such backgrounds are significantly
suppressed in an experimental site situated deep under-
ground, and their spectra are directly constrained by tag-
ging the cosmic muons [20, 21]. The geo-neutrino back-
ground with an energy spectrum of Evis < 2.5 MeV will
give rise to about 3% contamination extrapolated from
the measured rate from KamLAND [23] with a 40% rel-
ative uncertainty. Since geo-neutrinos originate from U
and Th decays, their spectra are very well known and
can be included into the spectrum analysis. Overall, we
do not expect the backgrounds to pose a significant chal-
lenge in resolving the MH. While it will be important to
include the effects of backgrounds in a sensitivity calcu-
lation for a realistic design, we did not include them in
this study.

Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the IBD energy spec-
trum (top panels) and the ratio of NH to IH spectrum

ROV



Resolution�Scan

41

55�km�@�20�kT

JUNO Precision Measurements (almost) Warranted

• Precision <1% measurements are warranted in 
JUNO-like experiments 

– Enable a future ~1% level PMNS unitarity test  

– Neutrinoless double beta decay needs precise θ12

34beyond Daya BayWei Wang

Precision vs Energy  
Resolution

Baseline�Scan

40

Better�than�1%

Three�energy�models

20�kT,�b=2.6%

Precision vs Baseline

A.B. Balantekin et al, arXiv:1307.7419

13. Neutrino mixing 45

Table 13.7: The best-fit values and 3σ allowed ranges of the 3-neutrino oscillation
parameters, derived from a global fit of the current neutrino oscillation data,
including the T2K and MINOS (but not the Daya Bay and RENO) results
(from [140]) . The PDG average of the results of the three recent reactor
experiments [26,27,59] is given in the last line [142]. The values (values in
brackets) of sin2 θ12 and sin2 θ13 are obtained using the “old” [35] (“new” [34])
reactor ν̄e fluxes in the analysis.

Parameter best-fit (±1σ) 3σ

∆m2
⊙ [10−5 eV 2] 7.58+0.22

−0.26 6.99 − 8.18

|∆m2
A| [10−3 eV 2] 2.35+0.12

−0.09 2.06 − 2.67

sin2 θ12 0.306 (0.312)+0.018
−0.015 0.259 (0.265)− 0.359 (0.364)

sin2 θ23 0.42+0.08
−0.03 0.34 − 0.64

sin2 θ13 [140] 0.021 (0.025)+0.007
−0.008 0.001 (0.005)− 0.044 (0.050)

sin2 θ13 [142] 0.0251 ± 0.0034 0.015 − 0.036

A combined analysis of the data on θ13 from the T2K, MINOS, Double Chooz, Daya
Bay and RENO experiments was performed in Ref. 145. The authors find that θ13 ̸= 0
at 7.7σ:

sin2 2θ13 = 0.096 ± 0.013 (±0.040) at 1σ (3σ) (13.80)

In this analysis the positive or negative sign of ∆m2
A was used as input and the values

of sin2 2θ23 and |∆m2
A| were varied imposing Gaussian priors based on the results of the

atmospheric neutrino [139] and MINOS [130] experiments. The value of sin2 2θ13 thus
obtained showed a statistically insignificant dependence on the Dirac phase δ.

It follows from the results given in Table 13.7 that θ23
∼= π/4, θ12

∼= π/5.4 and that
θ13

∼= π/20. Correspondingly, the pattern of neutrino mixing is drastically different from
the pattern of quark mixing.

Note also that ∆m2
21, sin2 θ12, |∆m2

31(32)|, sin2 θ23 and sin2 θ13 are determined from

the data with a 1σ uncertainty (= 1/6 of the 3σ range) of approximately 2.6%, 5.4%,
4.3%, 12% and absolute error 0.42 × 10−2, respectively.

The existing SK atmospheric neutrino, K2K and MINOS data do not allow to
determine the sign of ∆m2

31(32). Maximal solar neutrino mixing, i.e., θ12 = π/4, is ruled

out at more than 6σ by the data. Correspondingly, one has cos 2θ12 ≥ 0.27 (at 99.73%
CL).

At present no experimental information on the Dirac and Majorana CP violation
phases in the neutrino mixing matrix is available. Thus, the status of CP symmetry in
the lepton sector is unknown. With θ13 ̸= 0, the Dirac phase δ can generate CP violation
effects in neutrino oscillations [40,52,53]. The magnitude of CP violation in νl → νl′ and

June 18, 2012 16:19

3.2%
4.5%

2.9%
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Other Physics Potential

• Supernova neutrinos 

– Burst 

– Relic 

• Geo-neutrinos 

• Proton decay 

– neutrino + Kaon final state could be competitive 

– Need good time response 

• Atmospheric neutrinos 

– Muon reconstruction is challenging but not impossible 

• Sterile neutrino searches 

• Indirect DM searches 

• ……
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Channel Number of Events
∫e + p! e+ + n 5340
∫ + p! ∫ + p 2240
∫ + e! ∫ + e 360

∫ + 12C! ∫ + 12C§ 600
∫e + 12C! e° + 12N 50
∫e + 12C! e+ + 12B 130

Table 4-1: Numbers of neutrino events in various reaction channels at the JUNO detector, for
which the fiducial mass is 20 kt and the fraction of free protons is 12%. The numbers of events are
calculated by assuming the same neutrino fluence as in Fig. 4-2, and neutrino flavor conversions
have not been taken into account.

to each other. Therefore, it is justified to treat them as a single flavor in both production and
detection.

4.3.1 Detection Channels

The JUNO experiment will make use of 20 kton linear alkylbenzene (LAB) based liquid scintillator
as targets for electron antineutrinos from nuclear reactors. Therefore, there are several possibilities
to detect supernova neutrinos at the JUNO detector. In Table 4-1, numbers of neutrino events at
JUNO are summarized, where the benchmark supernova neutrino fluxes from Fig. 4-2 have been
taken.

(1) Inverse beta decay (IBD) is the dominant channel for supernova neutrino detection at both
scintillator and water-Cherenkov detectors, where a large number of free protons are available. For
JUNO, the number of target protons is about 1.47£ 1033. In the IBD reaction

∫e + p! e+ + n , (4.2)

neutrino energy threshold is Eth
∫ = ¢ + me º 1.806 MeV, where ¢ ¥ mn °mp º 1.293 MeV is

the neutron-proton mass diÆerence. The energy of incident neutrino can be reconstructed from the
positron energy via E∫ º Ee + ¢. The deposition of positron kinetic energy and the annihilation
of positron into 0.511-MeV gamma rays give rise to a prompt signal. In addition, the neutron
is captured on free protons within about 200 µs, producing a 2.2 MeV photon. Therefore, the
coincidence of prompt and delayed signals increases greatly the tagging power of IBD reaction.

A precise calculation of the IBD cross section has been performed in Ref. [35]. In general,
the angular distribution of positron is nearly isotropic, so it is di±cult to extract the directional
information of neutrinos. However, the angular distribution of neutron may be used to further
reduce backgrounds and locate the neutrino source [36].

(2) Charged-current interaction on 12C takes place for both ∫e and ∫e in the scintillator detector
through

∫e + 12C! e° + 12B , (4.3)
∫e + 12C! e+ + 12N . (4.4)

The energy threshold for ∫e is 17.34 MeV, while that for ∫e is 14.39 MeV. The subsequent beta
decays of 12B and 12N with a 20.2 ms and 11 ms half-life, respectively, lead to a prompt-delayed
coincident signal. Hence the charged-current reactions in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) provide a possibility
to distinguish between ∫e and ∫e, although it may be in reality limited by low statistics.
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Reading the Signal in Another Way

• Reading it from a different 
perspective gives us, the 
experimentalists, a few 
obvious catches 

– Δm2
32 uncertainty is too big 

for the small differences 
caused by different mass 
hierarchies. The shift can be 
easily absorbed by the 
uncertainty 

– Energy resolution squeeze 
the “useful” part from the left
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Q. Xin et al, arXiv:0112074 
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The Energy Resolution Requirement

• In order to see the 
atmospheric scale oscillations 
in the survival spectrum, to 
the first order, the energy 
resolution should be at least 
the ratio between solar mass-
squared difference and the 
atmospheric one is ~3%
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Figure 4. The example curves for the non-linear model. See text for more explanations.

assumed to be flat. A 50% rate uncertainty is adopted. For a-N background, we expects ⇠6300
events, which is scaled from the KamLAND numbers. The energy spectrum is assumed to be the
same as measured in Daya Bay. A 20% rate uncertainty is adopted. For geoneutrino, we expects
⇠3600 events, which is scaled from the KamLAND. A 10% rate uncertainty is assumed. We took
the theoretical spectrum. For all the backgrounds above, we currently neglect the spectrum shape
related uncertainties.

2.3 Impact of detector energy responses

In order to study the effect of non-linear energy scale uncertainties, we have assumed 3 types of
energy models:

1. Model I:
The non-linear model set by Eq. 2.1, also shown as the blue curve in Fig. 4

2. Model II:
An linear shift in absolute energy scale uncertainty of 1%, sscale = 1%.

3. Model III:
The current preliminary Daya Bay non-linear model.

With the above 3 different energy scale models, we first perform a baseline scan. Fig. 5 shows the
sensitivity evolution with respect to baselines. Depending on the particular energy response models,
best baselines vary between 40km and 60km, which is consistent with other groups’ findings.

Now, let us examine the effect of energy resolution. For energy resolution, we have set up the
following generic model,

DE
E

=

r
a2 +

b2

E
+

c2

E2 . (2.3)

Where DE is the energy resolution at total visible energy E, a is due to energy leakage and detector
non-uniformity, c is due to background and noises and b is the term that depends photo-electron

– 7 –

leakage &  
non-uniformity

Photon 
statistics 

(dominant).  
Needs <3%

Noise 
(related  
to bkg)

S.F. Ge et al  
JHEP 1305 (2013) 131
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Give the MH Signal a Closer Look

• At the energy where the effective mass-squared difference shift disappears, 
NH and IH spectra are identical. Below and above this energy, the phase 
difference between NH and IH shift in different direction.

38

• It is obvious that the 
baseline is better 
beyond 30km 

• Practically speaking 
(for real experiments), 
the power lies in the 
contrast between the 
lower part and the 
higher part of the 
inverse beta decay 
spectrum

S.F. Ge et al, JHEP 1305 (2013) 131
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Energy Scale Places A Challenge

• Oscillation is governed by ~Δm
2
32/E, thus their 

uncertainties have very similar role in MH determination 

• Uncertainty in Δm
2
32 causes nearly degenerated spectra 

between NH and IH
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3

Figure 3. The region of sensitivity to resolv-
ing the mass hierarchy in sin2 2θ13−event num-
ber (per detector) space. The black solid, the red
dashed, and the blue dotted curves denote the re-
gion boundary at 90%, 95%, and 99% CL, respec-
tively. The uncorrelated systematic uncertainties
are assumed to be of 0.2%.

We now turn to the question of whether reac-
tor neutrinos can be used to determine the neu-
trino mass hierarchy using the difference in the
disappearance probability for the normal and in-
verted hierarchies. This issue has been discussed
in some detail in a recent paper with respect to
the Hanohano experiment, see [3]. In Fig. 4 we
have plotted the percentage difference in the dis-
appearance probability assuming

∆m2
ee(IH) = 1.008× ∆m2

ee(NH) (4)

with this choice the difference between the two
hierarchies is minimized in the energy window 2-
8 MeV accessible with reactors. If we know the
energy of the neutrinos exactly, Eobs = Etrue,
then the difference between the two hierarchies is
approximately 1%.

However, if the measured neutrino energy dif-
fers from the true energy by a small amount, say

Eobs = 1.015Etrue − 0.07 MeV, (5)

Figure 4. The percentage difference between the
inverted hierarchy and the normal hierarchy. The
blue curve is assuming Eobs = Etrue and max-
imum difference is less than 2%. Whereas for
the red curve we have assumed that Eobs =
1.015Etrue − 0.07 MeV for the IH, so as to repre-
sent a relative calibration uncertainty in the neu-
trino energy. Here the maximum percentage dif-
ference is less than 0.5%.

then the difference between the inverted hierarchy
oscillation probability using Eobs and the normal
hierarchy with Etrue can be considerable smaller
than 1%. Thus, the requirements for determining
the neutrino mass hierarchy with reactor neutri-
nos are very stringent.

I wish to thank the organizers of NOW 2008,
Prof. Fogli and Prof. Lisi, for a wonderfully stim-
ulating atmosphere.
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Site Selection
u Allowed region determined 

ð The site has been chosen so that the 
6 baselines differ by ~<0.6km 

ð Surface buildings being designed 
u Experimental hall selected:  

ð In granite 
ð Mountain height: 270 m 

u Contacts with local government 
established, good support 
ð Civil bidding has completed
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Figure 1: The MH discrimination ability for the proposed reactor neutrino experiment
as functions of the baseline (left panel) and the detector energy resolution (right panel)
with the method of the least squares function in Eq. (10).

Cores YJ-C1 YJ-C2 YJ-C3 YJ-C4 YJ-C5 YJ-C6
Power (GW) 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9
Baseline(km) 52.75 52.84 52.42 52.51 52.12 52.21

Cores TS-C1 TS-C2 TS-C3 TS-C4 DYB HZ
Power (GW) 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 17.4 17.4
Baseline(km) 52.76 52.63 52.32 52.20 215 265

Table 1: Summary of the power and baseline distribution for the Yangjiang (YJ) and
Taishan (TS) reactor complexes, as well as the remote reactors of Daya Bay (DYB) and
Huizhou (HZ).

uncertainty (1%). We use 200 equal-size bins for the incoming neutrino energy between
1.8 MeV and 8.0 MeV.

We can fit both the normal MH and inverted MH with the least squares method
and take the difference of the minima as a measurement of the MH sensitivity. The
discriminator of the neutrino MH can be defined as

∆χ2
MH = |χ2

min(N)− χ2
min(I)|, (11)

where the minimization process is implemented for all the relevant oscillation parameters.
Note that two local minima for each MH [χ2

min(N) and χ2
min(I)] can be located at different

positions of |∆m2
ee|. This particular discriminator is used to obtain the optimal baseline

and to explore the impact of the energy resolution, which are shown in the left and right
panels of Figure 1. Ideally a sensitivity of ∆χ2

MH ≃ 16 can be obtained at the baseline
around 50 km and with a detector energy resolution of 3%.

The baselines to two reactor complexes should be equal. The impact of unequal
baselines is shown in the left panel of Figure 2, by keeping the baseline of one reactor
unchanged and varying that of another. A rapid oscillatory behavior is observed and
demonstrates the importance of baseline differences for the reactor cores. To evaluate
the impact from the spacial distribution of individual cores, we take the actual power

5



beyond Daya BayWei Wang

Different Options of the Central Detector

41

• Truss + acrylic ball like SNO 

• Balloon + stainless steel design like KamLAND and BOREXINO 

• Fixing balloon with ropes?; Supporting balloon w/ connected but not sealed acrylic panels 

• Online liquid scintillator circulation/purification system is being investigated 
(using a Daya Bay detector as a test bed)
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beyond Daya BayWei Wang

The Special Statistical Case of MH Determination

• A common practice to show the 
quality of proposed/designed 
experiments is to use the delta chi-
square method using the so-called 
Asimov data set. 

– It is meant to evaluate the performance 
of the most probable or the median 
experimental results without any 
statistical fluctuations. 

– We quote the squared root of the delta 
chi-square as the confidence interval 
or sensitivity in unit of sigma, which is 
based on Wilks Theorem. 

– Not proper for the mass hierarchy case 
due to its discrete nature. 

• This is simply a special case that 
Feldman-Cousins pointed out long 
ago: when parameters are 
constrained, setting confidence 
intervals correctly needs MC
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beyond Daya BayWei Wang

The MH Sensitivity

• The median sensitivity (Asimov dataset) is reduced by half if counted in unit of sigma’s 
for the reactor MH sensitive. (A model w/o considering systematics. Other types of 
experiments, if signal has no large amount of statistics should check with MC)
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FIG. 2: (color online) The probability density functions
P (∆χ2|NH) and P (∆χ2|IH) in the Bernoulli model are
shown as the solid and dotted lines, respectively. The |∆χ2|
is assumed to be 9.

P (θ|NH) and P (θ|IH) are assigned degenerate distribu-
tions at 1 and −1 respectively. That is, P (θ = 1|NH) =
P (θ = −1|IH) = 1. Further, there is no nuisance pa-
rameter η. As a result, the expected bin counts will be
denoted by µNH

i = µ(1) and µIH
i = µ(−1) respectively.

Below, we showcase numerical calculations of vari-
ous sensitivity criteria for this example. In particu-
lar, we introduce approximations that are simple func-
tions of a term commonly known as “∆χ2 of Asimov
data set” in the physics literature. According to the
definition in Ref. [26], “the Asimov data set” under
hypothesis MH is given by xMH = (µMH

1 , · · · , µMH
N ),

where µMH
i = µi(θMH

0 , ηMH
0 ) and (θMH

0 , ηMH
0 ) =

argmax(θ,η) P (θ, η|MH) is the prior mode under MH.
In words, the Asimov data set is the most typical data
set under the most likely parameter values based on prior
knowledge subject to the given model.

Interestingly, ∆χ2 is itself often used as a measure of
sensitivity. Here, we’ll contrast the typical usage of ∆χ2

to that of the sensitivity criteria developed in the previ-
ous section. More accurate evaluations of these sensitiv-
ity criteria are also attainable via MC methods.

Suppose that the proposed experiment will collect
enough data such that the expected counts under NH
and IH are much larger than the difference between them:
µNH
i ∼ µiH

i >> |µNH
i − µiH

i |. Using the notations intro-
duced in Sec. II, if the nature is NH, then the observed
counts Ni can be represented as

Ni = µNH
i +

√

µNH
i · gi, (20)

where g1, · · · , gn are mutually independent standard
Gaussian random variables. Then, the statistic ∆χ2 of

Eq. 11 becomes

∆χ2
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n
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∑
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+
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g2i

−
n
∑
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log(1 +
µNH
i − µIH

i

µIH
i

) . (21)

Here, the subscript T = NH indicates that the nature
is NH. Since µiH

i >> |µNH
i − µiH

i |, the summation of
the last two terms in Eq. 21 is negligible as it is approx-

imately
∑n

i=1
µNH

i −µIH

i

µIH
i

· (g2i − 1) by a Taylor expansion

of the last term. Therefore, ∆χ2
T=NH follows a Gaussian

distribution, with mean and standard deviation:
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In the last step, since µNH

i − µIH
i << µNH

i ∼ µIH
i ,

we further neglect the term
(µNH

i
−µIH

i )3

(µIH
i

)2
. Similarly, it is

straightforward to show that when nature is IH, ∆χ2
T=IH

would follow an approximate Gaussian distribution with
mean = −∆χ2 and standard deviation σ∆χ2 . In fact,

when IH is true, ∆χ2
IH = −

∑n
i=1

(µNH

i
−µIH

i )2

µNH
i

≈ −∆χ2.

To see how the above approximation works, we look
at the example in Sec. II, where ∆χ2 ≈ 9. Fig. 2 shows
histograms (shaded area) based on large MC samples of
∆χ2 under NH and IH respectively. They agree very
well with the analytical approximation (dashed lines) in
Eq. 22.

Now, we are ready to calculate (1) the probability of a
hypothesis post data collection, and (2) various measure-
ments of sensitivity for an experiment concerning poten-
tial data generated from it.

First, given observed data x = (N1, · · · , Nn), the prob-
ability P (NH |x) can be directly calculated from Eq. 7.

LetG(t;m,σ) = 1√
2π·σe

− (t−m)2

2σ2 denote the pdf of a Gaus-

sian random variable with mean m and standard devia-
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FIG. 2: (color online) The probability density functions
P (∆χ2|NH) and P (∆χ2|IH) in the Bernoulli model are
shown as the solid and dotted lines, respectively. The |∆χ2|
is assumed to be 9.

P (θ|NH) and P (θ|IH) are assigned degenerate distribu-
tions at 1 and −1 respectively. That is, P (θ = 1|NH) =
P (θ = −1|IH) = 1. Further, there is no nuisance pa-
rameter η. As a result, the expected bin counts will be
denoted by µNH

i = µ(1) and µIH
i = µ(−1) respectively.

Below, we showcase numerical calculations of vari-
ous sensitivity criteria for this example. In particu-
lar, we introduce approximations that are simple func-
tions of a term commonly known as “∆χ2 of Asimov
data set” in the physics literature. According to the
definition in Ref. [26], “the Asimov data set” under
hypothesis MH is given by xMH = (µMH

1 , · · · , µMH
N ),

where µMH
i = µi(θMH

0 , ηMH
0 ) and (θMH

0 , ηMH
0 ) =

argmax(θ,η) P (θ, η|MH) is the prior mode under MH.
In words, the Asimov data set is the most typical data
set under the most likely parameter values based on prior
knowledge subject to the given model.

Interestingly, ∆χ2 is itself often used as a measure of
sensitivity. Here, we’ll contrast the typical usage of ∆χ2

to that of the sensitivity criteria developed in the previ-
ous section. More accurate evaluations of these sensitiv-
ity criteria are also attainable via MC methods.

Suppose that the proposed experiment will collect
enough data such that the expected counts under NH
and IH are much larger than the difference between them:
µNH
i ∼ µiH

i >> |µNH
i − µiH

i |. Using the notations intro-
duced in Sec. II, if the nature is NH, then the observed
counts Ni can be represented as

Ni = µNH
i +

√

µNH
i · gi, (20)

where g1, · · · , gn are mutually independent standard
Gaussian random variables. Then, the statistic ∆χ2 of
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Here, the subscript T = NH indicates that the nature
is NH. Since µiH

i >> |µNH
i − µiH

i |, the summation of
the last two terms in Eq. 21 is negligible as it is approx-
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∑n

i=1
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In the last step, since µNH

i − µIH
i << µNH

i ∼ µIH
i ,

we further neglect the term
(µNH

i
−µIH

i )3

(µIH
i

)2
. Similarly, it is

straightforward to show that when nature is IH, ∆χ2
T=IH

would follow an approximate Gaussian distribution with
mean = −∆χ2 and standard deviation σ∆χ2 . In fact,

when IH is true, ∆χ2
IH = −

∑n
i=1

(µNH

i
−µIH

i )2

µNH
i

≈ −∆χ2.

To see how the above approximation works, we look
at the example in Sec. II, where ∆χ2 ≈ 9. Fig. 2 shows
histograms (shaded area) based on large MC samples of
∆χ2 under NH and IH respectively. They agree very
well with the analytical approximation (dashed lines) in
Eq. 22.

Now, we are ready to calculate (1) the probability of a
hypothesis post data collection, and (2) various measure-
ments of sensitivity for an experiment concerning poten-
tial data generated from it.

First, given observed data x = (N1, · · · , Nn), the prob-
ability P (NH |x) can be directly calculated from Eq. 7.

LetG(t;m,σ) = 1√
2π·σe

− (t−m)2

2σ2 denote the pdf of a Gaus-

sian random variable with mean m and standard devia-
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beyond Daya BayWei Wang

Confidence Interval using Discriminator PDFs

• The neutrino mass hierarchy measurement is basically a model comparison 
case, or hypothesis test. 

• Not complete if evaluating sensitivity only based on the sign of delta chi-square 
from Asimov dataset. 

• We suggest a confidence interval setting method using discriminator PDFs. (This 
method has been effectively used in L. Zhan et al., PRD79(2009)073007 based 
on Monte Carlo)
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tion σ, evaluated at t, then

P (NH |x) =
P (x|NH) · P (NH)
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We mention that, if one reduces the full data x to its
function ∆χ2(x), then calculating P (NH |∆χ2) based on
our approximation in Eq. 22 will recover P (NH |x):

P (NH |∆χ2) =
P (∆χ2|NH) · P (NH)
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Next, we evaluate various sensitivity metrics of a fu-
ture experiment, using again the Gaussian distribution

for ∆χ2 in Eq. 22:
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In Eq. 24 above, P
NH
T=NH was approximated by P (∆χ2),

which is a function of ∆χ2 only. In Eq. 27, z∗A represents
the Ath percentile of a standard Gaussian distribution,

hence ∆χ2 − 2z∗A

√

∆χ2 is the (100-A)th percentile of

∆χ2 according to the Gaussian approximation in Eq. 22.
Since P (NH |∆χ2) = 1

/

(1 + e−∆χ2/2) is increasing in
∆χ2, this means that the righthand side of Eq. 27 is
the (100-A)th percentile of P (NH |∆χ2), which serves as
the lower bound of the A% PI proposed in the previous
section. In Table. III, we list z∗A for a few typical

choices of probability intervals, assuming that the nature
is NH.

For the example experiment used in the simulation
of section II, its ∆χ2 = 9. Had one followed com-

mon practice that directly compares
√

∆χ2 to the quan-
tiles of a Gaussian distribution, one would report the
“specificity” of the experiment to be 99.87% (1 - “one-
sided p-value”). In contrast, we obtained various sensi-
tivity metrics for the experiment according to Eq. 24-
27, and listed them in Table IV. First, assuming the

NOTE: 

• The left example here is a 2-value binomial case, 
close to the reactor mass hierarchy resolution, 
sufficient to illustrate key points 

- Sensitivity value, now confidence level considering 
the PDFs, is between the values obtained from the 
square root value approach and the >0 probability 
approach. 

• To be accurate, one should do complete MC to obtain 
PDFs like in L. Zhan et al., PRD79(2009)073007.
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the (100-A)th percentile of P (NH |∆χ2), which serves as
the lower bound of the A% PI proposed in the previous
section. In Table. III, we list z∗A for a few typical
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is NH.

For the example experiment used in the simulation
of section II, its ∆χ2 = 9. Had one followed com-

mon practice that directly compares
√

∆χ2 to the quan-
tiles of a Gaussian distribution, one would report the
“specificity” of the experiment to be 99.87% (1 - “one-
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